shakers of the mindfulness movement.
This final chapter considers the ways in which mindfulness continues to operate in a religious or quasi-religious fashion, despite its advocates' frequent insistence that it is not (or, at least, need not be) connected to religion. As we've seen, religion and values are downplayed by mindfulness authors to garner larger audiences-but in many cases, the reason they want an audience in the first place is because they are convinced that mindfulness and other elements derived from Buddhism have a real ability to alleviate suffering (the goal of religious Buddhism); illuminate the truths of life (such as those of impermanence and interconnectedness); and bring about dramatic, even salvific improvement on the individual, national, and planetary levels. World peace turns out to be the ultimate practical benefit of mindfulness. And mindfulness can be used to provide an order to life that stabilizes, manages, labels, and assigns meaning to all possible activities and situations. Mindfulness is connected to a whole set of selfdisciplinary and lifestyle practices that are given moral weight by their promoters. Even if we accept the protestations of many advocates that mindfulness is not a religion per se, it is nonetheless doing the work of religions. longstanding trope in the field of American religious history, which has received many different interpretations over decades of scholarly discussion and dispute. 8 One way to approach the concept is to recognize the way that national symbols come to hold a sort of religious aura: the Constitution as divinely inspired scripture, the American flag as holy symbol, freedom as a sacred value, and so forth. Often this has been connected with a sort of generic monotheism on the one hand, and a visionary ideal of America as unique, anointed, or predestined nation of special cosmic importance, the major player in the next or final chapter of the divine storybook of the world's history, tasked with great responsibilities as savior and warned of terrible consequences should the country falter in its heavenly appointed role, on the other.
Another approach to civil religion considers religiously based descriptions of what a good society would look like, how to achieve it, and who would (p.162) be included (and excluded) in such a society. Through the examination of mindfulness, we find that American Buddhists and fellow travelers have produced a vision of their own, with particular understandings of the United States and its mission and potential; the qualities Americans should possess; the practices they must cultivate; and the proper interaction of mindfulness with politics, education, law enforcement, the military, the legal and prison systems, economics and consumerism, and the medical establishment. The total transformation of all of these aspects of society through the adoption of mindfulness is indeed a vision of the good society-the "Mindful Society," as a regular column in Shambhala Sun puts it, or A Mindful Nation, the title of U.S. Congressman Tim Ryan's best-selling book. According to Jon Kabat-Zinn's foreword to A Mindful Nation, mindfulness is the way for America to fulfill its greatest national destiny:
"Mindfulness can literally change our brains, improve our capacity for perspective taking and decision making, and enhance our emotional intelligence and our ability to act with clarity and wisdom, alone and in concert with others. It could also catalyze a renewed and authentic civility in public discourse. It proffers, in small but not insignificant ways, the possibility for our nation to wholeheartedly and authentically embody its deepest democratic principles and longings." 9 In American Buddhist Jeremiads: What's Wrong with America? Religions are complex cultural products, providing everything from social control to recipes for matzah ball soup. It can be dangerous to reduce religions to any single dimension, but even if religions are many things, one thing that seems undeniable is that they are proposed solutions. 10 Religions imagine problems-such as sin, attachment, pollution, spirit attack-and provide programs of action that deal with the problems, resulting in desired benefits, be they this-worldly or transcendent. Often, and especially in the West, the problems that concern the religiously minded are individual in nature and linked to improper personal behavior and thought, which are determined according to religiously mandated systems of morality.
One of the primary concerns that mindfulness authors voice is the idea of disconnection. Throughout the various applications of mindfulness, (p.163) there is the sense of alienation from oneself and one's surroundings. Modern Americans, apparently, are estranged from their minds, bodies, surroundings, and each other. They are parenting mindlessly, eating mindlessly, working mindlessly, and generally living in a detached, distracted manner. Leigh Eric Schmidt has pointed out that this feeling drove the emergence of mysticism in America: "Modern mysticism was always formed as much out of lacking and loss as it was out of epiphanic assurance. For many, it emerged out of an empty space of longing for 'a heightened, intensified way of life' and represented a troubled quest for a unifying and integrative experience in an increasingly fragmented world of divided selves and lost souls." 11 This earlier quest was a search for union with a God who seemed ever more distant in the industrializing, urbanizing, diversifying, increasingly rootless post-Darwinian world. If anything, the trend has intensified in the current age and is amplified not only by the changes in society and therefore, we are amazingly out of touch in some way or other with the present moment, the moment that is actually presenting itself to us now." 13 Out of touch, we spiral downward in a cycle of disaffection, compelled into an "incessant drive to fill up your time, to get somewhere else, or obtain what you feel you are lacking so you can feel satisfied and happy. In our loneliness and isolation, there is a deep longing, a yearning, usually unconscious or ignored, to belong, to be connected to a larger whole, to not be anonymous, to be seen and known." 14 For most mindfulness advocates, this process is actually a double-whammy, because not only are we cut off from our experiences, but also our very thought processes heap further torture upon ourselves. As Ronald Seigel points out: "We live most of our lives this way-lost in thought, more often thinking about life than experiencing it.
(p.164) But missing out on the moment-to-moment richness of life isn't our biggest problem. Unfortunately, our thoughts frequently make us unhappy. We're all susceptible to a kind of thinking disease. In our attempt to ensure we'll feel good, we think of all the possible developments that might make us feel bad. While sometimes this is helpful, just as often it generates needless suffering, since every negative anticipatory thought is associated with a bit of tension or painful feeling." 15 The The human problem, it seems, is that we are unhappy, and our unhappiness stems from being disconnected from the world, each other, and ourselves, which is ultimately due to failure to live in the present moment-and then we ladle on top of this a generous portion of unhelpful, fearful, and often self-critical thoughts. In the mindfulness movement, all of this mindlessness leads to ill-health, stress, broken relationships, poor parenting, bad work performance, sexual dysfunction, and myriad other sources of unhappiness. Primarily, we are the source of our own problems-if we acted in wiser, more aware ways, we would avoid causing trouble for ourselves; our own failures at mindfulness cause or contribute to our unhappiness.
Religions also often posit not only a problem that exists for or within individual human beings-frequently, they also have a larger social or cosmic vision that suggests that there is an ideal way for the world to operate, yet it is not currently operating in that fashion. For example, in Christianity there has been not only a human fall from grace but also an expulsion from the garden, so that humankind wanders the face of the earth, struggling to eke out a living, quarrelling with each other, and violating God's commandments. Since the time of the British Puritan colonies, American religious history has rung with jeremiads, strongly worded sermons that claim the community and nation are off-track, and that failure to get right with God will result in imminent destruction. This venerable tradition continues to be a favored pastime in the It is now harder to pay attention to any one thing and there is more to pay attention to. We are easily diverted and more easily distracted. We are continuously bombarded with information, appeals, deadlines, communications. Things come at us fast and furious, relentlessly. And almost all of it is man-made; it has thought behind it, and more often than not, an appeal to either our greed or our fears. These assaults on our nervous system continually stimulate and foster desire and agitation rather than contentedness and calmness.
They foster reaction rather than communication, discord rather than accord or concord, (p.168) acquisitiveness rather than feeling whole and complete as we are. And above all, if we are not careful, they rob us of time, of our moments. We are continually being squeezed or projected into the future as our present moments are assaulted and consumed in the fires of endless urgency. The relentless acceleration of our way of life over the past few generations has made focusing in on anything at all something of a lost art. That loss has been compounded by the digital revolution, which-think back just a few short years-rapidly found its way into our everyday lives in the form of home computers, fax machines, beepers, cell phones, cell phones with cameras, palm devices for personal organization, laptops, 24/7 high-speed connectivity, the Internet and its World Wide Web, and of course, e-mail, all now increasingly wireless, not that long ago an unthinkable dream, the stuff of science fiction. 25 In this presentation, the things that many of us like to think of as conveniences and necessities of modern life are rendered as nightmares, a ceaseless flood of maddening technology by which we are "assaulted" and "consumed." The situation is dire. Kabat-Zinn has maintained that he is optimistic that mindfulness will eventually save us from ourselves, but he has also repeatedly cautioned about what may lie in store for us:
"The fate of our species may hang in the balance, not in some far-off future, but perhaps in the next few generations, much sooner than we might imagine." 26 He, like many involved in the mindful parenting and mindful teaching movements, was especially concerned about the impact of modern society on children's development. without a thought to the future, destroying our forests and emitting dangerous amounts of carbon dioxide, then devastating climate change is inevitable. Much of our ecosystem will be destroyed. Sea levels will rise and coastal cities will be inundated, forcing hundreds of millions of refugees from their homes, creating wars and outbreaks of infectious disease. 28 Buddha, it turns out, is an environmentalist. Hanh here is speaking prophetically, as a variety of other prominent mindfulness authors do, trying to wake us up (thus his reference to mindfulness bells, which shake us out of our autopilot stupor) to the extreme challenges that we face.
Mindlessness and greed have brought us to the brink of destruction, and everything we hold dear is imperiled. Kaza and Hanh are by no means unusual in their cries for environmental mindfulness. In fact, one can easily find all of the above dynamics operating in many mindfulness books. Humans as a species, and especially Americans, are apparently aggressive, stressed out, greed-ridden, fractious, distracted, and wasteful. America is rushing toward destruction and pulling the whole planet down with us.
Mindfulness, Human Nature, and Values
But the doom-crying voice is not the only mindfulness movement perspective on human nature. In fact, the sturm und drang can be partially blamed on the fact that mindfulness is usually associated with a very lofty opinion of (p.170)
human nature, and of individual human beings-and thus when we fail to live up to that nearly divine potential, the frustration is all the greater.
Religions typically posit a theology of human nature, or at least of human capacity and worth. In the case of the mindfulness movement, human nature is unambiguously good.
As a Shambhala Sun editorial put it, one of the magazine's basic principles is "Mindful Living. to Buddhism are circumstantial or unimportant, mindfulness is used specifically to attack suffering-deeply coded as negative -and bring about happiness, as in Buddhism. The difference is that the horizon of happiness has been reduced from future lives or attainment of nirvana to the present life and more mundane conceptualizations of happiness.
A further value widely associated with mindfulness is compassion, as well as its translation into altruistic action. As
Ryan noted, "I wrote A Mindful Nation to promote the values of slowing down, taking care of ourselves, being kind, and helping each other. It seems to me that if we embrace these values individually, it will benefit us collectively. And our country will be a little bit better off as a result." 35 As he saw it, "We need to raise our children in a nation that teaches them to be mindful, that teaches them about the importance of kindness and being connected to their fellow human beings and the environment that sustains them. A nation that teaches them to appreciate their basic human goodness and see that goodness in others." 36 For many this too seems to be almost an inherent human quality, as with mindfulness. thing. This perspective on life is not only value laden but is also promoted as both improving the world and as key to one's own health and happiness.
Compassion typically extends into a valuing of peacefulness, pacifism, and nonviolence. Given the movement's Buddhist roots, the strong orientation toward healing in the mindfulness movement, and the involvement of large numbers of health care workers, this set of mindfulness-connected values is hardly surprising. As Jon Kabat-Zinn puts it, "The foundation for mindfulness practice, for all meditative inquiry and exploration, lies in ethics (p.173) and morality, and above all, the motivation of non-harming." 41 Mindfulness advocates who simply focus on personal benefits such as success at work or sports wouldn't necessarily agree, but the many for whom mindfulness is part of a more comprehensive approach to life would typically concur.
Mindfulness rhetoric turns on the idea of freedom, of liberation from one's problems, whether they are practical (job loss, back pain) or internal (self-loathing, substance addiction).
Mindfulness is part of the diffuse spirituality movement in the West and is often marketed as a friendly, easy, personal practice that has no rules or commandants. But we should recognize that self-control and discipline are also cardinal values for the mindfulness movement. As Thich Nhat Hanh Thus mindfulness authors frequently assert the need for strict personal discipline in one's approach to mindfulness. In her book Eating Mindfully, Susan Albers claims that "the key to changing the way you eat is not to develop discipline over your fork, but to master control of your mind...becoming aware is the first step of being in control...Mindful eating requires you to consciously say to yourself, 'I choose to change my eating, and I will work through any difficulties,' every time you sit down to eat a meal." 43 This search for discipline becomes totalistic in many of these books. Jan Chozen Bays demands "never, under any circumstances, eat in front of the TV, computer screen, while driving, or on the phone" and recommends discipline not only of the mind and body but of the physical environment itself:
Find ways to turn a space in your environment into a place that fosters mindful eating. In that place, remove any clutter that could distract you while you eat. Objects like phones or clocks that pull you away from a mindful state should be moved elsewhere. Put your place setting so that it faces away from the kitchen (or refrigerator).
Bring food to the Moment: "The only moment in which you can be truly alive is the present moment. The present moment is the destination, the point to arrive at." 46 The mindfulness movement seeks to remedy existential suffering by re-inhabiting the present moment, the present body, the present mind, and the present environment. In strengthening one's connection to these immediate phenomena, it is believed that one can be continuously refreshed, revitalized, and made whole. In other words, a sort of rupture between the self and the mind, body, and world is being allegedly healed in the act of mindfulness.
Mindfulness: Meaning and Conversion Narratives
Because mindfulness is often packaged along with a set of values, it can become a powerful source for finding meaning in one's life. Many feel that mindfulness should ideally become a had no desire to be elsewhere-no thoughts about a better place. There was nothing to achieve or anything to prove to anyone else. I didn't have to defend a political position and I felt no need to prove my self-worth through running for office.
I didn't need to be liked. I didn't crave affirmation. I was...OK. simultaneously a return to quintessential American principles, because this mindfulness will help us embody our most sacred ideals as Americans: "We don't need a new set of values. I really believe we can reinvigorate our traditional, commonly
held American values-such as self-reliance, perseverance, pragmatism, and taking care of each other-by adding a little more mindfulness to our lives." 55 Listening to Jon Kabat-Zinn during retreat, Ryan had an insight. "I started to see mindfulness as very much in line with the values of America.
Our founding fathers acted from the heart when they transformed our world by stating that 'all men are created equal,' 'endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights' such as life, liberty, and happiness." 56 The results of the mindfulness revolution will be substantial: "The mindfulness movement is not quite as dramatic as the moon shot or the civil rights movement, but I believe in the long run it can have just as great an impact."
57
As with Ryan, for many commentators the obvious solution to the problems facing us as individuals and as citizens is mindfulness deployed on a sufficiently large scale, so that it guides all aspects of our society, either because each individual is mindful or because mindfulness is somehow actively built into our institutions. A mindful society will either automatically be good, or it will at least establish a solid
foundation for discerning what is good and necessary, and be able to effectively carry out programs of action that result in maximum success. Furthermore, American history and values have themselves been potentially leading to a mindful society all along. As Kabat-Zinn observes:
In a society founded on democratic principles and a love ourselves in deeper and deeper ways as individuals, as a society, as a species. It is part of the ongoing evolutionary process on this planet... 58 Mindfulness is here written into the teleological evolution of the human race itself, destined to flower in democratic, freedom-loving societies such as America. So America leads to mindfulness, and mindfulness in turn will save America.
What would such a mindful society or world look like, according to members of the mindfulness movement? For Ryan, it would be effective, compassionate, happy, and harmonious:
The evidence I've seen tells me that as we bring mindfulness into health care, we will find a tool that helps us to take care of ourselves better, to see the roots of many of our problems. An increase in self-care not only makes us feel better, but it also costs our system less, allowing us to focus more of our resources on illnesses beyond our control. When we bring mindfulness into education, we help our students increase attention, decrease their stress, and work more creatively with their social emotions. And teachers find they pay better attention to the real needs of all their students and foster a better classroom attention. When we bring mindfulness into the military, we help to enhance the greatest resource we have to ensure our own security and defense, something more powerful than any high-tech weaponry: well-functioning, high-performing human beings who have refined situational awareness. When we bring mindfulness into our approaches to energy, the environment, and the economy, we can find ways to live more simply while discovering a kind of prosperity that doesn't abuse our planet. When the caregivers and social workers bring mindfulness into the street, you would be surprised by how they can help the most traumatized people find courage and heart-and how the practice can help the caregivers themselves prevent the burnout that plagues their professions. 59 is that America will be a kinder, more compassionate nation, because I know deep down in my heart that we are a kinder, more compassionate country than is evident today. Thoman, the key begins with altering our relationship to the media, so that we can redirect it into healthy pathways, rather than being a victim of corporations' desire to pick our pockets.
"A positive alternative is needed. What I have called media awareness-the recognition of the media's role in shaping our lives and molding our deepest thoughts and feelings-is an important step. The steps I have outlined above provide simple but effective tools for beginning to work through this process. Although they seem basic, they have their roots in the profound state of being that Buddhism calls mindfulness:
being aware, carefully examining, asking questions, and being anti-mindful culture, designed to generate desire through advertising and infected by historic prejudices from an earlier era. As each individual becomes convinced of mindfulness's power, they will begin to practice mindfulness as they see fit.
This will lead to more compassion and flexibility in society, and as mindfulness practitioners approach a critical mass of the population, this will automatically result in kinder, more progressive lawmaking and enforcement, and corporations will voluntarily begin to produce healthier, more holistic products to be consumed by an enlightened, ever-improving consumer culture. Because mindfulness allows people to see things as they really are, without blinders or conditioning, they will naturally gravitate-individually, yet en masse-toward liberal American values and politics, because these are just selfevidently correct, based on reality and not on prejudice, one's social environment, or delusion. As might be expected from a politics that emerges primarily from white middle-class America-or in the case of Thich Nhat
Hanh and similar figures, has especially been embraced by white, middle-class Americans-mindful civil religion does not call for mandatory participation in mindful activities, radical changes to the economic structure, aggressive or combative political struggle, or class warfare. Rather, for many it is apparent that mindful capitalism will be sufficient, as will mindful politics, mindful consumption, mindful work, and so on. As Kabat-Zinn asserts:
How we choose from moment to moment to live and act influences the world in small ways that may be disproportionately beneficial, especially if the motivation our choices come out of is wholesome, i.e., healthy, and the actions themselves wise and compassionate. In this way, the healing of the body politic can evolve without rigid control or direction, through the independent and interdependent agency and efforts of many different people and institutions, with many different and rich perspectives, aims, and interests, and with a common point. This time we are in provides singular opportunities that can be seized and made use of with every breath.
There is only one way to do that. It is to embody, in our lives as they are unfolding here and now, our deepest values and our understanding of what is important-and share it with each other, trusting that such embodied actions, on even the smallest of scales, will entrain the world over time into greater wisdom and health and sanity. 72 The way to heal the world is to be vigilantly mindful in every moment of our own lives, which will lead to good life choices, and hope that this will rub off on others in the long run.
Most mindfulness authors expect change to come about slowly, peacefully, through the established political system.
They also rarely call for wholesale shifts to a totally new form of economic organization. A mindful America will still be a consumerist, capitalist nation-it'll just be a kinder, more ecologically aware one. As Daniel Goleman tries to persuade readers in his essay "A Mindful Consumer Can Help Change the World:" "Mindful shopping is a potentially important practice, a socially engaged act that could collectively help us save the world from its greatest threat: us. It seems likely that if we practice mindfulness, we will become more in tune with our world ecologically. We will get more in touch with our actual needs and will be driven less by our desires." 73 So being mindful will save us because we will buy less. Furthermore, we will make more intelligent choices, so the products we buy will be more eco-friendly. This allows the market itself to become our savior:
To the extent that more people shop mindfully, it will have a telling impact on the market. Market share will shift toward the more ecologically virtuous products. Brand managers will pay attention, creating a virtuous cycle whereby our choices based on sound, transparent information influence the market. It will pay for companies to innovate, to change their practices, to go after our dollar by upgrading the ecological impacts of what they're trying to sell us. Finally, our mindful This is not a call for comprehensive wealth redistribution.
Most mindfulness authors pin their hopes on a mindful capitalism as sufficient to bring about the kinder, wiser society they envision.
It should be stated that for some mindfulness authors, there is an implicit further step to this process. It isn't simply that everyone will become mindful and therefore save the world through mindful consumption and mindful voting-because mindfulness promotes compassion, it is expected that mindfulness will lead many into actual social justice, environmental conservation, and political activism. So mindfulness is not just about sitting down quietly: there is an expectation that the meditator will eventually stand up energized to get to work on improving the world. When this happens, not only will mindfulness guide wise choices of voting, lobbying, protesting, helping, and consuming, but will also assist the worker in fighting burnout, political cynicism, and hopelessness in the face of setbacks and the scale of complex problems facing the world.
Conclusion
No matter how much effort is expended to remove the religious nature of mindfulness, it still continues to have the capacity to operate in a religious manner. We might call this a of Tim Ryan, a devout Roman Catholic), and it can also operate on its own as a free-standing system.
The total mindfulness movement in America is a broad spectrum. For every practitioner hoping mindfulness will bring about peace on earth, you can easily find another whose mindfulness practice doesn't value anything higher than making money through increased attention at work or losing The mindfulness movement can thus be said to have two ideal types, or at least two ideal types of expression: those that pursue or market mindfulness primarily for specific personal benefit, and those that pursue or market mindfulness out of commitment to a larger social vision (but one that emphasizes self-healing as the essential first step to larger healing of the body politic). From the point of view of the benefits-only crowd, socially concerned mindfulness teachers such as Jon
Kabat-Zinn and Thich Nhat Hanh are still excellent instructors from whom one can learn a great deal. And from the point of view of the socially engaged mindfulness faction, even relatively self-oriented pursuers of mindfulness will be of benefit to society as they naturally reduce their level of stress, become more aware of their connections with others, and perhaps back their way into greater alignment with liberal
